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Disclaimer:
This document is protected by international copyright law and is
exclusively for the recipient’s use.
The content is property of Universus Co. and provided on the condition of
confidentiality. The provided information may be disclosed, reproduced
and used only in accordance along a written agreement with Universus
Co. All rights are reserved and no implied licenses are intended.
Under no circumstances the information provided in this document
should be considered as an investment advice, or as a sufficient basis to
make investment decisions.
The information contained in this document may be restricted by law in
certain jurisdictions and it is each investor’s responsibility to inquire
oneself about such restrictions and observe them.

“Space has the ability to produce a triple bottom line, or ROIII: Return on
Investment, Innovation, and Inspiration.” - Robert C. Jacobson
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We believe in a Universe where players can have
fun, collect, compete and profit together.
Universus is the ideal environment for casual,
hardcore and investor players to prosper. With a
cleverly
designed
and
fun
gameplay,
groundbreaking
and
sustainable
economy
solutions, we have created our own Universe where
everyone can play as Billionaires and participate in
an Intergalactic Space Exploration.
The Universus community evolves as a DAO each
day, and our Treasury enables everyone to join the
Space Race, supporting innovative and profitable
projects chosen by the community and funding the
next steps of the Universus ecosystem.
Token holders will have voting rights and receive a
share of Treasury assets and revenues proportional
to their staking holdings in the nearby future.
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FOU N DERS:
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Leonardo Murakami

Gab Araujo

National esports champion in the last 5
years as team owner and advisor multiple
times, founder of Bootkamp Gaming
Brasil, having acted as a director at OpTic
Gaming, INTZ esports, Gamelanders and
Final Level. 10 years of experience as
international IT project manager.

Acted as a content director and digital
influencer at 'Irmãos Neto', Take4Content
and Final Level having produced or
participated in over 3,5 billion views on
YouTube. Co-founder of Gamelanders. 8
years of experience as sports lawyer acting
for Fluminense FC and Bichara & Motta
LLC.

Alejandro Rebelo

Cassiano Scarambone

Experienced Managing Director with a
proven history of working in the
investment banking industry. Skilled in
Sales, Hedge Funds, Asset Management,
Investment Banking, and Electronic
Trading. Former partner and managing
director of XP Investimentos, currently
acting as Head of LatAm Business
Development at Cannacord.

Take4Content Agency CEO, with over 23
years of experience in audio visual
production,
graduated
in
business
administration from UCF (University of
Central Florida) in Orlando, he has
produced several successful cases during
his career, consolidating the agency as one
of the top content producers in Brazil
managing projects and careers of top
influencers such as Felipe Neto and Luccas
Neto, and also the creation and
management of special media channels
such as Panorama Petrobras, Salon Line,
Zico10, Marfrig and others.

Felipe Pinzan

Diogo Ferreira

Co-Founder of Coliseum Arena, Brazilian
esports tournaments platform with
servers dedicated to the community,
more than 7 years of experience in game
development, 3D environment modeler,
acted as team leader at Final Level,
Andura Studios and WeLove.

Founder of A-toon, specialist in art design,
2D and 3D modeling, with an extensive
multi-brand portfolio having directed and
produced art for highly successful
projects such as ANIMANETOS by Felipe
Neto and Luccas Neto.

João Harry

Matheus Freitas

Awarded
creative
director
and
videogame connoisseur that has helped
global brands like Coca-cola, VIVO,
Magazine Luiza, Salon Line and Reserva
navigate through digital and gaming
environments. Acted as Head of Creative
at Final Level and Chief Editor at
Take4Content.

Crypto investor with more than 5 years of
successfull experience in the financial
markets as a trader and also financial
advisor. Acted as Head of Trading at
Alcance (XP investimentos affiliate),
former Mathematics teacher with 5 years
of experience.

Renan Kruger
Blockchain developer, focus on DeFi and
NFT. Co-founder of One Percent, a company specializated in the development of
blockchain-based solutions. IT/DevOps
manager on banking industry with 15+
years of experience.
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Designers:

Developers:

Business:

Product:

ADVI S O R S:

Marcos Motta

Dani Molo

Bichara Neto

Partner at Bichara&Motta
Advogados and Hubstage

Co-founder of
Você Sabia

Partner at Bichara&Motta
Advogados

Thiago Cesar

Mehdi Cherif

Gustavo Figueroa

CEO at Transfero

Partner at GrooveMasterME
Founder of Pulse Music

Managing Partner at Agency3

PARTN ERS:

Brazilian multi-awarded Youtube channel with 42

Industry leading content agency in Brazil. Clients

Million Subscribers, almost 7 Billion Views, Top 3

include Marfrig, Vale, Enel, Salon Line, Avell, Grupo

Youtube Creators Brazil 2021

Bandeirantes, Ladeira, Magazine Luiza and many
others.

One of the most important law offices in Brazil,

International financial company with solutions

internationally recognized as a leader in sports law,

based on blockchain technology, enabling people

but also active in entertainment, technology and

to safely enter the cryptoworld. Transfero is also the

business. Acts in Universus as Legal Advisor.

creator of the Brazilian stable coin BRZ. As a
partner, Transfero brings blockchain expertise and
easy to use solutions for all kinds of users to join
Universus.

Leading blockchain startup in Brazil, recently

IQ Protocol is a DeFi framework for renting

acquired by MOSS, creators of the token MCO2

wrapped expirable versions of digital assets for the

providing key financial resources to environmental

use cases they empower

projects

that

emission`
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avoid

Greenhouse

Gas

(GHG)

Core team &
partners onborading

Company
Registration
& Deck

Seed Funding

Strategic
Sale

Q3 2022

PVE 1.0 NFTs Drop

Private Sale

Public Sale &
PVE 1.0
Planets Exploration

Treasury & Staking

Q3 2022
Marketplace
Season 1
& Spaceships
Crafting

Season 2
PVE 2.0
Spaceships Travel

Q4 2022

Q1 2023
PVE 2.1
Spaceships Co-op
Season 3

PVP 1.0 Teaser
PVP 1.0
NFTs Drop & Lab

PVE
3.0
PVEpsum
Androids Shooter
Co-op

Q4 2023

Q3 2023
Season 4

PVP 1.0
Gameplay Launch

PVP Ranking
Rewards

Esports
tournaments

Worm Hole
& so much more

Dates may change slightly in the coming weeks but will be accurate in the whitepaper.
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SPAC E S H I P S

07

PL A N E TS
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IDLE TO ACTIVE

PVE 1.0
IDLE

PVP

PVE 2.0
ACTION

IDLE

IDLE

ACTION

IDLE

ACTION

ACTIVE

Faster development and launch;

Challenging and competitive;

Suitable for
market stage;

Every second of attention counts;

current

Low effort to earn;
Fits in players routine;
Easy to learn;

crypto

Rewards competitive players;
Long-term sustainability;
Easy to play, hard to master;
Esports friendly;

Universus' strategy is to delivers the best possible experience by taking
advantage of Idle gaming's ease of development and low effort limited
gameplay. Focused on the sustainability of economics over time, the
evolution of the ecosystem is designed as a gradual transition to a
real-time active style of gameplay, respecting the assets and investments
made by players on early stages, but even more fun and competitive.
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COMING SOON

COMING SOON

$

ABUNDANT

$$$$

SCARCE

$

ABUNDANT

$$$$

SCARCE

$

ABUNDANT

$$$$

SCARCE

The Universus NFT system is designed in a balanced and sustainable way
with a stable and relatively low entry barrier so that everyone can enter in
our ecosystem at any time, become a Space Explorer and engage more
and more with our universe over time.
Androids are affordable and plentiful. They are essential to Space
Exploration and can be improved and upgraded with our upcoming
Fusion system.
Ambitious players must focus on acquiring or crafting their Spaceships rarer than Androids - allowing them to discover new planets with greater
speed and bring a larger crew on their adventures taking exploration and
profits to the next level. Spaceships can also be rented to new players
through secure contracts for both parties, automatically splitting the
earnings as agreed.
Equipment will increase androids’ attributes, improving resource
extraction, combat power and the ability to evade traps. They will be
crafted by the players and will be available for sale on the secondary
market.
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NFT

Equipments

Collections
Tools and Weapons
Armor

Details

Crafting
Only

Spaceships Tier 1
Spaceships

Spaceships Tier 2
Spaceships Tier 3

4 tiers
of packs

Spaceships Tier 4

Androids

1x Android Pack
3x Android Bundle Pack

2 types
of packs

The first drops of Universus NFTs will mostly be deployed as
packs. The odds to win each NFT category are stated and
distinct on each pack description.
Higher tiers of NFTs are designed to always have an overall
higher rating than items in lower tiers, directly related to their
game performance and market value.
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TV Ads

Você Sabia *

Paid Traffic

Events

Influencers

Lives

Crypto
Channels

Finance
Channels

Gaming
Channels

+ AWARENESS
+ EDUCATION
+ CONVERSION
Uni Discord

Uni Telegram

Uni Twitter

Uni Instagram

Uni YouTube

Announcements - Whitelists - Airdrops - Support - Dev Notes
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* 43 Million Subs Youtube Channel

Universus’ economy was designed to ensure the sustainability
of its tokens, both in-game and on-chain. To achieve this
balance Universus has used the best available tools from
traditional finance and crypto markets.
UNX token will be scarce and its supply is capped at ten billion
tokens. The in-game rewards are going to be resourses
extracted from the planets. These resourses are essential to
craft and upgrade NFTs, making them valuable tokens that
can be exchanged for UNX with others players in the
marketplace.

$UNX
UNIVERSUS TOKEN

Fixed Supply
Utility (Yield, Auction, Lottery)
NFTs acquisition
Backed by the Treasury
Crafting
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The Universus economy system is designed with a healthy balance of
Sinks and Taps, generating recurrent demand and consumption of
tokens. Players must craft the best assets to achieve greater profitability
and unique fun experiences.
Player joins
Universus

Player acquires/uses
UNX Tokens

Player acquires
Spaceship

Player acquires
Explorers

+Engagement

+Popularity
+Community

Play PVE and
farm resources

Exchange resources
for UNX Tokens

Craft new NFTs

Upgrade NFTs

New or
upgraded NFT

Use NFT

Sell NFT

+ Experience
+ Earning Rate

Peak of profit
ROI

Crafting a NFT for personal use increases the player's earning rate and
enhances the experience with exclusive visual items.
Selling a NFT on the marketplace generates a spike in self-earnings, helps
the community to prosper and enables new players to join Universus.
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PLAYER

UNIVERSUS

AUCTION
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TREASURY

The Universus economy strategy is to constantly strengthen the
treasury, with smart solutions to stabilize value and growth. At
the same time, the disclosed value of the treasury gives backing
value to the UNX Token.
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PRICE
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Trigger to
rebuy tokens.

Trigger to
rebuy tokens.

Initial Token Value

Trigger to
rebuy tokens.
Trigger to
rebuy tokens.

TIME

The treasury provides an intrinsic value for the UNX Token. If the
token's market cap ever falls below the treasury asset value, the
treasury immediately starts buying tokens from the market.
This mechanic ensures a growing floor price which cannot go
any lower.
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Universus Auction
Model provides deep
liquidity to the token
with different pairs

Staking Pool: composed
by the initial pool of
Universus Tokens and
100% of the swap fees
from the DEXs

The protocol-owned liquidity
reduces risk as the protocol will
keep the liquidity of the market
even in extreme conditions

STAKING REVENUE
With ever-growing revenues from the Treasury, Universus is
able to create a sustainable source of income for stakers that
will gradually replace the staking pool as its size diminishes
over time.
Staking
Rewards

Time

Treasury Rewards
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Staking Token Pool
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Treasury

Universus Co. will earn tokens and profit as the community
does, every economic solution is designed to benefit token
holders the same way.
Also, a fee of 4,25% is charged over the marketplace
transactions (only secondary market) to ensure the economic
health of the company and its sustainability to keep developing
the game and future updates.
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1%

4,5%

Marketing

Social Fund

20%

20%

Staking + LP

Company Reserve

4,5%

Advisors

8%

Team

15%

27%

Universus Treasury

Public + Private Sale

MONTHS AFTER TOKEN RELEASE

0

12

24

36

48

60

2 YEARS VESTING

Team

2 YEARS VESTING

4 YEARS VESTING

CLIFF

20

VEST

*Private investors and team tokens will vest quarterly, company reserves will vest semiannually.

Leonardo Murakami - https://www.linkedin.com/in/leonardomurakami/
Gab Araujo - https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabriel-araujo-74a4938a/
Alejandro Rebelo - https://www.linkedin.com/in/alejandro-rebelo-9980927/
Cassiano Scarambone - https://www.linkedin.com/in/cassianoscarambone-8a3b82182/
João Harry - https://www.linkedin.com/in/joao-harry-alvares/
Diogo Geraldo - https://www.linkedin.com/in/diogo-geraldo-8494b698/
Matheus Moura - https://www.linkedin.com/in/matheus-moura-4560b0155/
Felipe Pinzan - https://www.linkedin.com/in/felipe-pinzan-venancio-71213476/
Renan Kruger - https://www.linkedin.com/in/renan-kruger/
Thiago Cesar - https://www.linkedin.com/in/thiacesar/
Bichara Neto - https://www.linkedin.com/in/bichara-neto-725b5321/
Marcos Motta - https://www.linkedin.com/in/Marcos-Motta-2b44834a/
Mehdi Cherif - https://www.linkedin.com/in/mehdicherif/
Gustavo Figueroa - https://www.linkedin.com/in/gustavo-figueroa/
Dani Molo - https://www.instagram.com/danimolo/
YouTube Você Sabia? - https://www.youtube.com/c/vcsabiavideos
Bichara & Motta - https://www.bicharaemotta.com.br/
TransferoSwiss - https://www.transfero.com/
Take4Content - https://take4content.com/
OnePercent - https://onepercent.io/
IQ Protocol - https://iq.space/

contact@universus.gg

